
Mobilizing Proof of Delivery

Embracing Efficiency in the Last Mile: Migrating Away from 
Paper-Based Document Processing
In the logistics and transportation industries, every second—and every dollar—counts. 
That’s why today’s distributors and fleet managers are leveraging mobile technology to reduce the 
reliance on paper, cut costs and improve efficiency for truck drivers, delivery couriers and contractors.

Traceability is critical to any logistics enterprise, and capturing paper-based proof of delivery can be a 
time-intensive, error-prone process, costing companies more than some might think. The latest smart 
devices and mobile software offer businesses the ability to streamline pickup and delivery, freeing 
up valuable driver time, eliminating paperwork and speeding up the billing cycle. By conveniently 
capturing proof of delivery from a single easy-to-use mobile device that also functions as a GPS, 
barcode scanner and telephone, delivery fleets can embrace greater efficiency and lowered costs in 
the last mile of the supply chain.

In the age of mobility, why are transportation and delivery fleets still relying on paper to get the job 
done? Using Scandit’s Mobile Proof of Delivery solution, enterprises are able to get going quickly and 
improve day-to-day operations. Discover how business are consolidating key workflows and improving 
efficiency by replacing outdated paper-based processes with mobile proof of delivery solutions for 
smartphones and tablets—all at a fraction of the cost of dedicated scanning devices. 
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Human error is a top concern for transportation and logistics operations of any size. Mobile proof of 
delivery solutions for smartphones and tablets can significantly reduce the rate of these mistakes. With 
an easy-to-use mobile app that captures every step of the proof of delivery process electronically, drivers 
can ensure packages are going to the right place with geotagging and geofencing capabilities. 

Drivers can spend significant amounts of time filling out paperwork for a delivery. Mobile devices make 
capturing proof of delivery simple with a built-in camera and touch screen for image, data and signature 
capture capabilities. This speeds up each pickup and delivery, shaving minutes off every stop. 

Mobile proof of delivery solutions offer document and signature capture features that allow drivers to 
quickly collect and e-file documents from the road. This makes it easy to submit documents and process 
invoices on the day of delivery using a smartphone—speeding up billing cycles and improving company 
cash flow.

Say goodbye to the high costs of processing paperwork. By cutting down the time to submit documents 
and process delivery invoices, you can boost your bottom line with improved worker efficiency and a 
significant reduction in overhead costs associated with paper processing.

It’s not everyday that you can save money and the environment at the same time, but mobile proof of 
delivery solutions do both. Reduce your company’s reliance on paper-based forms and go green with 
electronic proof of delivery for your entire fleet. 

1. Reduced human Error

2. Improved driver efficiency

3. Increased cash flow

4. Lowered operational costs

5. Going green
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Transform Pickup and Delivery with Smarter Data Capture 
Solutions from Scandit 
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Improving Fleet Efficiency with Mobile Proof of Delivery Solutions 
Capturing proof of delivery is a central part of ensuring accountability in the logistics and transportation 
industries, but outdated paper-based processes are slowing down drivers and costing enterprises 
significant revenue. By deploying a mobile proof of delivery application to drivers, fleet managers can 
improve productivity and lower costs in the pickup and delivery process.

Increase Driver Efficiency

Drive Down Costs
Embrace mobile proof of delivery to lower the costs associated with delivery fleets.

The overwhelming majority of fleet managers and drivers are ready to embrace mobile.

67%
of delivery drivers 
have smartphones

77%
of fleet managers 
are seeking mobile 
solutions to better 
connect their 
drivers

76%
of fleet managers 
carry smartphones 
at work 

Take Advantage of Existing Mobile Opportunities

Total monthly savings from eliminating the labor costs of 
paper-based processing: $3,775*

Total monthly savings per driver with Scandit’s 
Mobile Proof of Delivery Solution: $675

Increased driver efficiency means a reduced fleet size by 
10%*— without sacrificing productivity.

Ditch paper and go mobile to significantly reduce the average pickup or delivery time.

Achieve a 75% reduction in time per 
delivery with Scandit, leading to an 
11% increase in productivity per day, 
per driver. 

75%
11%

0:36 vs.

Average time 
to capture 
proof of 
delivery with 
Scandit;

Average time to 
capture proof 
of delivery with 
a paper-based 
form;
1min, 35sec

1:35
36sec

*Assumes transportation fleet of 20 trucks, with an average of 25 deliveries per day, per driver with paper-based POD.
1 Pronto Forms - http://www.prontoforms.com/resources/roi-calculator
2 Green Road - http://greenroad.com/greenroad-survey-shows-continued-strong-adoption-of-mobile-technology-by-fleet-operators/
3 CCJ Digital - http://www.ccjdigital.com/who-needs-paper-mobile-apps-provide-proof-of-delivery/#sthash.0XHvX3iW.dpuf 
4 American Transportation Research Institute - http://www.atri-online.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/ATRI-Operational-Costs-of-Trucking-2014-FINAL.pdf



info@scandit.com
U.S.A.  +1 415 528 5050

Switzerland +41 44 586 4540

For more information visit 
www.scandit.com

Read more about the benefits of 
mobilizing proof of delivery on 

the Scandit Blog. 

Learn more about the features 
of Scandit’s Mobile Proof of 

Delivery Solution.

Contact a Scandit representative to 
see what mobile proof of delivery 

can do for your enterprise. 

Read MoreLearn More Contact Us

Migrating from Paper-based Proof of Delivery:
Getting Started
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https://twitter.com/Scandit
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Scandit/127334280653842?fref=ts
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scandit-mirasense-?trk=company_logohttp://
http://www.scandit.com
http://www.scandit.com/2016/04/13/mobile-proof-of-delivery-means-working-smarter-not-harder/
http://www.scandit.com/products/proof-of-delivery-solution/
http://www.scandit.com/contact-us/

